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Schoenberg Family Law Group, P.C.
Compassion and Experience in the Most Challenging Family Law Matters
A same-sex couple decides to divorce and divide their $15 million estate.
They turn to the Schoenberg Family Law
Group, P.C. for a creative, comprehensive solution that saves them millions of
dollars by minimizing the significant tax
consequences that may arise during a
domestic partner dissolution.
Embroiled in a bitter custody battle, a
frustrated father feels his lawyer is not representing his interests. He switches to the
Schoenberg Family Law Group, and, with
the assistance of counsel who focuses on
the best interests of the child, attains a
satisfactory solution for all involved.
A wife-to-be desires a prenuptial
agreement tailored to her unique circumstances. The seasoned attorneys at the
Schoenberg Family Law Group negotiate
a favorable resolution.
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After more than two decades in pracdifficult personal circumstances and
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complex legal and financial issues. The
has successfully dealt with virtually every
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type of family law matter. Schoenberg
pride in providing high-quality legal servichas established a professional reputaes and building client relationships based

tion for thoroughness, strategic thinking, keen attention to detail, loyalty and
dedication to high-touch service that
produces quality results. A frequent lecturer on family law, Schoenberg is highly
respected by both clients and peers. She
is a Fellow of the American Academy of
Matrimonial Attorneys and is a Board
Certified Family Law Trial Specialist by
the National Board of Trial Advocacy.
She has been frequently named as a
Family Law Super Lawyer® and recently
authored an article on the necessity of
maintaining professional courtesy in
emotionally fraught family law cases.

“My goal is to preserve my clients’
dignity and humanity throughout
what can be a very difficult and
painful process, while simultaneously achieving a favorable outcome on their behalf.”
– Debra Schoenberg, Principal
Schoenberg Family Law Group, P.C.
Schoenberg has selected highly
qualified associates who share her commitment to efficiency, compassionate
yet vigorous advocacy, and a steadfast
devotion to the highest level of representation. Her team of lawyers and legal
professionals work together to provide
their clients with outstanding representation. Whether by vigorous negotiation or
powerful litigation, they deliver the finest
legal services in all family law matters.
The quality of legal work and the firm’s
unwavering commitment to excellence
are demonstrated in the results the
Schoenberg Family Law Group consistently obtains for its clients.
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